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oneclick recognised as a Microsoft Authorized
Education Partner
oneclick, provider of a digital workspace platform, has today announced that it has been
selected to become a Microsoft Authorized Education Partner (AEP), which will allow
system integrators to purchase Microsoft products from oneclick and resell them to its
educational customers at a discounted cost.
Microsoft’s AEP program is designed to train resellers on Microsoft’s Academic licensing,
whilst authorising selected businesses to purchase and resell Microsoft Academic licenses
and demonstrate that they are approved and knowledgeable academic partners.
Microsoft’s software helps students and teachers realise their full potential through the
access of creative information and communication technology.
The AEP certificate demonstrates that oneclick possesses the necessary skills to serve its
customers in the best possible way, whilst having a decisive advantage over its
competitors.
“Our recognition within the Microsoft Authorized Education Partnership demonstrates our
commitment to meet the needs of our system integrator partners operating in the
education channel,” comments Dominik Birgelen, CEO and co-founder of oneclick.
“Combining the Authorized Education Partnership with our expertise to deploy and
manage Azure VMs easily, quickly, and securely oneclick can provide an efficient and
complete cloud-based infrastructure to deploy most technology-based teaching in a
classroom setup.”
As a Microsoft AEP, oneclick will be able to continue to achieve its main goal of providing
an innovative technology platform for its partners who can streamline their IT provisions
for customers. As a result, oneclick partners are able to provide a more productive and
secure offering, whilst providing its educational customers with more accessible software.
Everything which is needed to set up and access oneclick´s digital workspaces are a
browser and internet access.
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About oneclick AG
oneclick AG with headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland, and an innovation motor in Prien
am Chiemsee, Germany, is specialized in the development and operation of a cloud
platform for the automated and secure deployment of digital workspaces. The goal of
oneclick AG is to play a major role in shaping and improving end user computing. oneclick
AG has been founded 2015 and has 25 employees.
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